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In [7] Turumaru introduced the notion of the direct product of C^-algebras.
Let SίjQSίa be the algebraic direct product of two C~x~-algebras <ΆΪ and 21 2. Then
SίιO^2 becomes a "^-algebra under the natural algebraic operations. Turumaru'ss\
C* -direct product 9fι®αSl2 is given as the completion of 9lι02ί2 under the norm
given by
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Σ χι,j®χz,j runs over 5lιO^2 Let us call this norm T-cross norm. Then

T-cross norm has the following property: If ττ1 and ττ2 are representations of <Ά1

and Si2 to Hubert spaces $ι and |)2 respectively, then the naturally defined
product representation TT^TT^ of Sί!0Sί2 to the product Hubert space §ι®ξ)2

is continuous with respect to T-cross norm, so that TT^TT^ can be extented to

the representation of SίiCgΆ which is also denoted by TT^TT^ Besides, if ττl and
ττ2 are faithful then T^®?^ becomes faithful. Hence T-cross norm is very natural
norm of Sî Sί̂  But it is another matter whether or not T-cross norm is unique
compatible norm of 2ϊι03ί2, where a norm 0 of Slj0Sl2 is called compatible to the
algebraic structure of SliO^ if the completion of Sί!0Sί2 by β becomes a O-algebra
and ll^iΘ^IU ^ l l ^i l l ll^ll for χ\ ^ δίi an(i χι € ^2- In the present note we
shall answer for this question that T-cross norm is smallest among the compat-
ible norms and that T-cross norm is unique in Sί^Sϊg for C*-algebra Sίj of
certain class but it is not so in general. So we say that C"x"-algebra Sίj has the
property (T) if the following is true;

(T): For every C*-algebra 212 T-cross norm of SliOSίj, is the unique comp-
atible norm.

LEMMA l . I f τ τ is a *'-representation of SljφSIg to a Hίlbert space $ which


